Large Lecture Facilities (80+ seats)

All class sections scheduled in large Lecture facilities are subject to review and compliance with the scheduling criteria for large facilities including the 70% enrollment to capacity rule. Space Management will monitor large Lecture facilities and may relocate classes that are not in compliance. Scheduling problems or conflicts will be resolved by Space Management and may be subject to review by Academic Affairs.

Large Lecture Facilities include:

- **DLN 1004 (214)**: Space Management centrally assigns DLN 1004 through the Optimizer.
- **ALS**: MND 1003 (150)
- **ALS/NSM/SSIS**: MND 1005 (147)
- **MRP 1000 (144)**: Space Management centrally assigns MRP 1000 through the Optimizer.
- **FLS 1050 (125)**: Space Management centrally assigns FLS 1050 through the Optimizer.
- **HHS**: FLS 1063 (125)
- **SSIS**: AMD 150 (122)
- **CBA**: AMD 153 (122)
- **NSM**: SQU 301 (120)
- **HHS**: RVR 1015 (116)
- **SSIS**: BNC 1025 (98)
- **NSM**: MND 1015 (95)
- **ALS/SSIS**: MND 3013 (88)
- **HHS**: DH 212 (86)
- **HHS**: SLN 2002 (82)
- **SSIS**: MRP 1001 (80)
- **HHS**: FLS 1049 (80)
- **ALS LABS**: CPS 142A (338) – Music Recital Hall
  CPS 151 (190) – Choral Rehearsal Hall
  SHS 101 (150) – Playwright’s Theatre
  SHS 113 (415) – University Theatre

Prior to the central scheduling of large Lecture facilities for all colleges that need them and after the class schedule building deadline, the College of Education and Engineering and Computer Sciences will receive priority scheduling for a large Lecture facility if class sections require use of a large room. Aerospace Studies may also receive priority scheduling in large Lecture facilities for Friday morning classes. These colleges and program do not have a large Lecture facility allocation. All class sections must be scheduled within the standard meeting patterns and comply with the 70% enrollment to capacity requirement to receive priority in scheduling. There are no guarantees that requested days and times can be accommodated.

After the initial class schedule building deadline, all 100+ capacity Lecture facilities will be managed/scheduled centrally by Space Management.